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Consider a system of ordinary differential equations 
f =f(t, x) (1) 
where x, f are n-vectors, and the following hypothesis is satisfied: ZZi - f(t, X) 
is a continuous function of t, x for all t 2 0, x in some open set s2 C R” and 
through every point of Q passes only one solution of (1). 
Denote by Z,,,, the maximal interval in which the solution x(t) of (1) exists. 
For any solution x(t) of (1) we have either 
I z(t) = F, t’), o<t+sw 
or 
I Z(i) = (t-, t+), 0 < t- < t+ 5 03. 
We say that x(t) is defined in the future if t+ = 0~. If for some interval 
1% t+) c L(t), there is a constant K > 0 such that 
II x(t) II = 2 I x,(t) I 5 K 
i=l 
for all t, a 5 t < t+, 
we say that x(t) is bounded in the future. If there is K > 0 such that 
II tit) II 4 K for all t Eho,, x(t) is said to be bounded. If J2 = R”, it is 
known that x(t) bounded in the future implies t+ = m and x(t) bounded 
implies Zzct, = [0, -) [l, Theorem 4.1, p. 151. 
Let x(t) be a solution of (1) defined in the future. We say that x(t) is stable 
in the sense of Lyapunov if given z > 0, t, E Zzctj, there exists 6 = B(E, to) > 0 
such that x,, E 52, 11 x0 - x(t,,) I/ < 6, implies that x(t, t,, x,,) exists in the 
future and (1 x(t, t,, x,,) - x(t) 11 < E for all t 2 t,. 
Here x(t) and x(t, t,, x,,) are solutions of (1) and x(t, t,, x,,) is the solution 
* This work was completed while the author was a Fellow of John Simon Guggen- 
heim Memorial Foundation. 
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of (1) with tit,,, t,,, x0) = x,,. If 6 does not depend on to, we say that x(t) 
is uniformly stable. 
If f(t, X) = A(t) X, A(t) continuous matrix in [0, m), then the system (1) 
has a uniformly stable solution if and only if all solutions are uniformly 
stable. This is true if and only if there is a constant K > 0 such that 
]I Y(t) Y-l(s) I( 5 K for all t 2 s 2 0. Here Y(t) is a fundamental system of 
) = A(t) x and (1 Y(t) ]I = X1,, 1 (Y(t)): I. (See, for instance, [2, 3.9.ii, 
P- 451.) 
Consider now the special case of (1) with the same hypothesis H,: 
* = A(t) x + g(t, x) (2) 
p = A(t)y. (3) 
If (3) is uniformly stable and (2) satisfies the hypothesis: 
Hs - II& 4 II S W II x II for all t 2 0, II x II -=c H S -, 
r h(f) dt <Q), 0 
it is known that the solution identically zero of (2) is uniformly stable. For 
this result and comments see [3, Theorem 39, p. 6291. If H = 00, the above 
statement is an immediate consequence of the Lemma of Gronwall, for which 
see [2, 3.2.i, p. 351. 
If instead of the hypothesis H2 we require the stronger condition: 
HS - II&Xl) --At, 4 II d 44 II% - x2, 0, g(4 0) = 0, 
for all t 10, H = 00, 
are uniformly 
s,” h(t) dt < 00, then it is known that all solutions of (2) 
stable. The proof is not difficult and is done by using the 
Lemma of Gronwall[4]. 
In this paper we obtain a sufficient condition (Corollary 1) for the uniform 
stability of all solutions of (2) which is definitely weaker than Hs and only 
slightly stronger than H,. It is H, with H = 00. Also, Corollary 1 with 
Remark 2 allows us to say in the case H < 00 that any solution x(t) of (2) 
satisfying I] x(t) I] 5 H’ for some H’ < H, 0 5 t 5 00, is uniformly stable. 
By using Theorem 2 we can also improve a result of Stokes [S, Corollary 3, 
p. 1791. This is done in Corollary 2. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is strongly based on Theorem 1. Theorem 1 is 
interesting by itself. Under certain conditions it allows us to find solutions 
of (2) “close” to those of (3) for su5ciently large t. 
We use a Theorem of ,Tychonov to prove Theorem 1. 
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THEOREM OF TYCHONOV. Let E be a complete, locally convex, linear topoZogi- 
cal space and A a closed, convex subset of E. If 9 : A -+ E is a continuous mapping 
such that 9-(A) C A and 9-(A) is compact, then there exists a Jixed point of 
F in A. 
Here B denotes the closure of B. For some comments about the Theorem 
of Tychonov see [5, $1 and 92, p. 1731. 
In the following E% will be the space of all continuous functions 
q : [T, 03) -+ Rn and the topology on EF will be the compact open topology 
i.e., a subbase of neighborhoods in En+ is the collection of subsets of EF of 
the form M(L, W) = {‘p E ET ( dL) C IV}, where L is a compact subset of 
[T, 00) and W is an open set in R”. The space EF is then a complete, locally 
convex, linear topological space. For more details see [6, 71. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose the system (2) satisfies the hypothesis H, in Rn; the 
system (3) is uniformly stable; H,: for any given constant M > 0 there is a 
real-valued function hM(t) 2 0 satisfying 
I 
m hM(t)dt < 0~ and II& 4 II 5 hi&) 
for al2 (t, x), t L 0, (1 x I( 5 M. 
If y” = Q(t) is a given solution of (3)) c, E any positive numbers, then there is a 
number T = T(c, c, 8) 2 0 such that the solutions x(t, T,~(T)) of (2) (wke 
y = y(t) is any solution of (3) with 11 Y(T) - jj(~) 11 5 c) are defined in the 
future and 
II 44 7, Y(T)) - YW II 5 E for t2rzT. 
PROOF. I f  y(t) is a given solution of (3) we consider the equation 
44 = r(t) + y(t)/f y-‘(s)g(s, x(s)) ds, * 
where Y(t) is a fundamental system of (3). 
I f  we put a(t) = x(t) -y(t), (4) is equivalent to 
z(t) = J’(t) j-’ Y-‘(s) g(s, 4s) + y(s)) ds. 
z 
(5) 
We have to prove that there is a solution z(t) of (5) satisfying )( z(t) 11 5 E 
for;eZd;fitesome T = T(E, c, j7) and I( Y(T) - y”(7) I] 5 c. 
A, = (z(t) E ,r$‘I II z(t) II 5 E for all t I T}. 
A, is a closed, convex subset of ET. 
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Any solution y(t) of (3) can be written y(t) = Y(t) Y-r(~)y(~) for any 
T 2 0. As (3) is uniformly stable, there is a constant K > 0 such that 
II U(t) y-‘(T) II I; K f or all t 2 r 2 0 and a constant R > 0 such that 
]I &?(‘(t) [I 5 a for all t 2 0. So (1 Y(T) - a(7) (1 2 c implies 
11 Y@> 11 5 11 y(f) y-‘(T) 11 11 y(T) 11 5 K[ll i?(T) (1 + c] 5 K[R + C] = Kl 
for all t >= 7 >= 0. 
It follows that 
IIr(t) + 4t> II 5 KI + c = M 
for all z(t) E A, and t 2 7 1 0. 
We define the mapping 5 : A, --f E: by 
(fi! 
Fz(t) = y(t) j’ y-YJ)&, z(s) + Y(S)) d& 
r 
H4 and (6) imply 
for all z(t) E A, and t 2 T. 
If we choose T such that l; h&t) dt 5 c/K, then .F(A,) C A, for all 
r >= T. In fact, if z(f) E A,, T  k T, it follows that 
for all 1 2 7. 
We observe that T depends only on Z, c, and y”. 
To use the Theorem of Tychonov, we need to show that the set F(A,) 
is compact. Since it is obvious that .F(A,) (t) is bounded for any t _2 T ,  we 
have to prove that the set F(A,) is an equicontinuous set [6, Theorbme 1, 
p. 431. If z(t) E A,, t, 2 7 is fixed and t 2 7, an easy computation shows 
that 
II ~4~) - ~+o) II 5 II Y(t) j” YWg(s, z(s) + y(s)) ds II 
to 
+ II w - Y&3) II/ J:” II y-Wg(s, z(s) + y(s)) II c.23 / 
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where K, is a constant which does not depend on z(t) E A,. This implies the 
equicontinuity of F(A,). 
From the Theorem of Tychonov it follows that there exists a solution 
z(t) E A, of (5). Therefore, there exists a solution x(t) of (2) satisfying 
11 x(t) - y(t) \\ (= l for all t 2 7. But if y(i) is given, the hypothesis H, 
implies that there is only one solution of (4) i.e., the solution x(t) of (2) 
satisfying X(T) = Y(T). 
The proof of Theorem 1 is completed. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose the systems (2) and (3) satisfy the same hypotheses 
as in Theorem 1. 
Then any solution of (2), bounded in the future, is uniformly stable in any 
interval [CY, 00) contained in its maximal interval of definition. 
PROOF. Let x(t) be a solution of (2), bounded in the future, and [cu, 00) an 
interval contained in its maximal interval of definition. For some constant 
M, ]I x(t) 11 5 M for all t, 01 5 t < 00. Since (3) is linear and uniformly stable, 
then if the real numbers E > 0, t, 2 0, and the solution g = d(t) of (3) are 
given, there exists a real number 6, 0 < S < E, such that, for any solution 
y(t) of (3) satisfying IIy(t,) - g(t,,) I/ < S we have 11 y(t) - y”(t) I( < E for all 
t 2 t,. If Y(t) is a fundamental system of (3), then there exists a constant 
K > 0 such that /I Y(t) Y-l(s) (1 (= K f or all t >= s 2 0. We observe that T 
depends on 4, but does not depend on t,, and g. 
We choose t, 2_ 01 such that 
s O” h&t) dt < & to 
and g(t) defined by 
x(t) = y”(t) + Y(t) 5” Y-‘(s) g(s, x(s)) ds. 
to 
Then hypothesis H, implies 
II x(t) - g(t) II 5 K j-w hi,,(t)dt < $ 
to 
for all t 2 I,. 
By using Theorem 1, with c = 6, we can find a T = T(c, 6,g) 1 to such 
that, for any T & T, (I Y(T) - #(T) jl i_ 8, we have 
II 46 7, Y(T) - r(t) II 5 E for all t&T)=T. 
Let us take 7 h T and CC,, E Rn such that (( x0 - x(T) (1 < S/2. As 
11 X(T) - g(7) 11 < S/2, it follows that 11 x0 - g(T) I( 6, which implies 
/I x(t, 7, Xg) - y(t, 7, X,j) 11 (= E and II Y(4 7, $I) - ?I@) II < cz 
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for all i 2 T. Since 11 #(‘(t) - x(t) )( -c S/2 < E for all t 2 T, it follows that 
II 44 79 x0) - 4q II -=I 3e for all t 2 7. 
Let us take T, OL 5 r 5 T. From the theorem which assures the continuity 
of the solution x(t, to, x0) with respect to the initial value xs uniformly in t, 
t, to belonging to some closed bounded interval [I, Theorem 4.3, p. 591, we 
can find a S, > 0 (6, depends on S but does not depend on 7) such that 
11 s, - X(T) I/ < 6, implies 
for all t, r 5 t $ T. 
Therefore, (I x0 - X(T) 11 < 6, implies 
The proof of Theorem 2 is completed. 
w 1. As a consequence of Theorem 2 we can state: 
(7) All solutions of (2), bounded in the future, are stable. 
(8) All bounded solutions of (2) are uniformly stable. 
Remark 1 (7) is obvious. 
As all bounded solutions of (2) are defined in [0, m), Remark 1 (8) follows 
from Theorem 2, with (Y = 0. 
COROLLARY 1. Suppose the system (2) satisfies the hypothesis H1 in 
R”; the system (3) is uniformly stable; 
II & 4 II 5 h(t) II x IL with P h(t) dt < 00, 0 
forallt&O,xERn. 
Then the system (2) is uniformly stable, i.e., all solutions of (2) are uni- 
formly stable. 
PROOF. It is almost obvious to see that all solutions of (2) are bounded. 
Then the corollary follows from Theorem 2 and Remark 1 (8). 
REMARK 2. We can state Theorems 1 and 2 and Corollary 1 in a more 
general form, replacing R” by an open set 8 C P. In this case we require that 
the solution H(t) of (3) in Theorem 1 satisfies the condition 
,J& [dist e(t), Rn - Q)] > 0 for some a 2 0. 
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We require also that the solution x(t) of (2) in Theorem 2 and Corollary 1 
is defined in the future and satisfies the condition 
$#, [dist (x(t), 12” - S)] > 0. 
The new more general statements of Theorems 1 and 2 and Corollary 1 
are quite natural. The proofs are essentially the same as before with obvious 
changes. 
COROLLARY 2. Suppose the system (1) satisfies hypothesis Hr for 
tzO,xEPand 
Ilf(C 4 II < h(t) 411 x II) for t &O,XERn, 
where h, L are piecewise continuous, positive, L nondecreasing, 
(9) 
J- 
1&- 
+a L(s) 
for positive lo, 
and 
J- h(t) dt < 00. 0 
Then every solution x(t, 0, x0) of (1) is uniformly stable; there exists 
limt+rr, x(t, 0,~s) = ~$00, 0, x0) E R” and the mapping x0 -+ X(Q), 0, x0) from 
RR into itself is continuous. 
PROOF. From [5, Corollary 3, p. 1791 it follows that s(t) = x(t, 0, x0) is 
bounded. Then there is a constant K > 0 such that 
II x(4 0, x0) II 5 K for all t 20. 
5 Jb L(K) h(s) ds 5 Jrn L(K) h(s) ds < 00, 
0 0 
it follows that Jrj(s, x(s)) ds converges as t--t 00. Therefore, there exists 
lim,,, x(t) E Rn. 
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From Theorem 2 it follows that x(t) is uniformly stable. 
The stability of z(t) and the existence of x(a) E Rn imply that the 
mapping x(0) --t x(a) from Rn into itself is continuous. 
The proof of Corollary 2 is completed. 
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